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Abstrat
The model with the meson spetrum, onsisting of zero-width equidistant resonanes, is
onsidered with onnetion to urrent orrelators in oordinate spae. The omparison of the
expliit expressions for the orrelators, obtained in this model, with the experimental data of
ALEPH ollaboration on τ -deay is made and good agreement is found.
1 Introdution
The main objets of our studies are orrelators of harged hadron urrents with the value of isospin
I = 1
P (c)µν (x) = 〈j(c)µ (x)j(c)ν (0)†〉 (1)
for vetor and axial hannels, i. e. for
j(v)µ (x) = u¯γµd; j
(a)
µ (x) = u¯γµγ5d. (2)
These objets play important role in QCD, sine they ontain information of two kinds: one
is the spetral features of hadrons  the set of the mass poles m2n and the orresponding quark
oupling onstants cn, whih define behavior of the orrelators for large x, on the other hand, at
small distanes, where perturbation theory works, and OPE is assumed to be valid, the oeffiients
of the orrelation funtions expansion give us matrix elements of loal field operators  the vauum
ondensates like 〈G2µν〉.
Current orrelators were studied long ago in the framework of perturbation theory, whih
works at small x beause of asymptoti freedom of QCD [1℄. Power orretions to this behavior,
expressed in terms of gluon and quark ondensates, were found with the help of OPE, whih is
onsistent also only for small enough distanes [2℄. There are many papers, where alulations
of (1) are given on the base of different approahes. So, the random instanton liquid model,
where it is supposed, that the nonperturbative QCD-vauum is dominated by strong lassial field
onfiguration  instantons, whose position and olor orientations are distributed randomly,  gives
good result for the differene of the orrelation funtions in all region of distanes (0 < x < 1.5 fm)
[3℄. Correlation funtions and their moments in momentum spae are onsidered in some papers
with the purpose of extration from them the values of the lowest OPE ondensates [4℄, [5℄, [6℄.
There is another model  the so-alled Minimal Hadroni Ansatz (MHA), in whih the spetral
density onsists of the pion state, a vetor state and an axial state plus ontinuum. In this this
approximation one an ompute orresponding ondensates [7℄ or ompare the moments of the
polarization operators with the experimental data [8℄. The method of alulation of orrelators,
more general, than MHA, was proposed in the paper [9℄. This method, as well as MHA, assumes
the limit of large number of olors Nc, when the hadroni spetrum is represented by the set of
zero-width levels. One an alulate the spetrum quasilassially [10℄, restore the orrelator in
momentum spae by this spetrum and by residues and then go to oordinate spae. In the same
paper was made the omparison of obtained expressions for the orrelators with the lattie data
[11℄ and [12℄ and good agreement of the results was found.
This paper ontinues the line of researh, started in [9℄. We will be interested in expliit
expressions for urrent orrelators (1) in the model with equidistant spetrum, and the main
purpose is to ompare these expressions with the real experimental data of ALEPH ollaboration
[13℄ on hadroni τ -deay. Note also, that the model of zero-width equidistant resonanes has been
onsidered with respet to orrelation funtion in [14℄, [15℄, where the main attention was spared
to the momentum-spae representation and the orresponding OPE oeffiients were estimated.
2
We will be interested in the urrent orrelators, alulated in the Eulidean oordinate spae and
ompare them diretly with the experimental urves.
2 Current orrelator: the model and experiment
We work with QCD in the limit of large number of olors Nc. In the framework of this limit
the hadroni spetrum is a set of zero-width resonanes. Masses mn and residues cn of urrent
orrelators are stable at large Nc limit and define the imaginary part of the polarization operators
(see Appendix):
1
pi
ImΠ(s) =
∞∑
n=0
cnδ(s−m2n), (3)
On the other hand, one an obtain the equidistant mass spetrum and the set of residues in
analyti form for all n quasilassially, solving the orresponding Hamiltonian problem for two
quarks [9, 10℄:
(m(c)n )
2 = m2n+m2c , cn =
Nc
12pi2
m2, (4)
where m2c are the masses of low lying resonanes in eah hannel, and the quantity m
2 = 4piσ is
defined universally for all hannels, where σ is physial string tension.
In that way one an easily find with the help of (3) the orrelation funtion in the momentum
spae and then go to the oordinate one (see Appendix).
It is onvenient to onsider the normalized orrelation funtions and to define the ratio R(c)(x)
as
R(c)(x) =
P (c)(x)
Pfree(x)
≡ g
µνP
(c)
µν (x)
Pfree(x)
, (5)
where
Pfree(x) =
6
pi4x6
. (6)
Experimental data provide us with information about the spetral funtions v1(q
2) and a1(q
2)
in the interval 0 < s < s0 = 3.5 GeV
2
:
ImΠ(v)(s) =
1
2pi
v1(s), ImΠ1(s) =
1
2pi
a1(s), (7)
i. e. about the imaginary parts of polarization operators Π(v)(q2) and Π1(q
2), defining the orrela-
tion funtions in momentum spae (16) and (17).
Using the dispersion relation
Π(q2) =
∞∫
0
dt
1
t− q2
1
pi
ImΠ(t) (8)
3
and the known representation for the MDonald funtion K1(z) for z =
√−sx2, it is easy to obtain
the spetral representation for orrelation funtions in oordinate spae:
P (c)(xE) =
∞∫
0
s ρ(c)(s)D(
√
s, xE)ds, (9)
where xE =
√−x2 is a distane in Eulidean spae, ρ(v\a)(s) = 3
2pi2
v1(s) \ a1(s) are orresponding
spetral funtions, and
D(
√
s, xE) =
√
s
4pi2xE
K1(
√
sxE). (10)
One should take are of the term qµqνΠ2(q
2) from (17), whih orresponds to the ontribution
of the pion state. It is taken into aount by adding to P (a)(xE) the term (see, e. g. [9℄)
P (a)pi (xE) = −f 2pim2piD(mpi, xE). (11)
The integrals in onsidered ombinations
Pv±a(xE) =
∞∫
0
s ρv±a(s)D(
√
s, xE)ds∓ f 2pim2piD(mpi, xE), (12)
where ρv±a(s) = ρ
(v)(s)± ρ(a)(s), Pv±a = P (v)±P (a), were taken numerially by Simpson method,
using the experimental data for differene and sum of the spetral funtions in the region 0 < s < s0.
The spetral funtions ρv±a(s) were replaed by the parton model predition for s > s0, i. e.
v1(s) + a1(s) = 1, v1(s) − a1(s) = 0 for s > s0. Under this replaement we do not take into
aount perturbation theory orretions, whih hange little behavior of the sum of the urrent
orrelators for small x. However, this perturbative orretions, orresponding to the hybrid states
in the spetral sum in terms of our model, are not taken into aount also, so the disregarding of
them in the experimental urves is oordinated with the model alulations.
The experimental urves, normalized to the free answer (6), and the orresponding model
preditions are shown on the Fig. 1 for two values of the ut-off sale s0 = 2.3 GeV
2
and
s0 = 3.1 GeV
2
. Notie, that the hoie of the ut-off parameter s0 hanges notieably behav-
ior of Pv+a(xE) only in the intermediate region of x, pushing away the theoretial urve from the
experimental one. In addition, the error bars inrease with inreasing s0 in this region beause of
large unertainties of the experimental data for s0 > 2.8 GeV
2
, so agreement of the experimental
urves with the model preditions remains aeptable even on the quantitative level.
On the other hand, using meson masses and deay onstants as fitting parameters, one an
plae the urves, obtained in the framework of the model at large Nc, inside the error orridors
ompletely (see Fig. 2). The orresponding values
m2ρ = 0.62 GeV
2, λ2ρ = 0.048 GeV
2,
mpi = 135 MeV, fpi = 89 MeV, (13)
ma1 = 1.18 GeV
4
reprodue the table values (21) with 2− 4% auray.
The errors was omputed with the help of experimental ovariane matries
ρv±a(s, s
′) = 〈∆ρv±a(s)∆ρv±a(s′)〉 (14)
by the standard expression
∆Pv±a(xE) = [〈P 2v±a〉− 〈Pv±a〉2]1/2 =


s0∫
0
ds
s0∫
0
ds′ ρv±a(s, s
′) sD(
√
s, xE) s
′D(
√
s′, xE)


1/2
. (15)
3 Conlusion
We have onsidered the model, based on QCD in the limit of large number of olors Nc, in
whih the meson spetrum is taken as the series of zero-width equidistant levels. This model is
surely far from the real physial world and is over simplified. However, as an be seen from the
results of omparison of the alulations, performed in the framework of this model, with the high
preision experimental data of ALEPH ollaboration for the orrelators of hadron urrents, the
knowledge of several spetral features (in our ase, these are the data about low lying resonanes
in orresponding hannels and the orret behavior of the mass spetrum and of the set of residues
for n → ∞) is enough to reprodue orretly on qualitative and even on quantitative level suh
integral objets (in a sense of the spetral density) as orrelation funtions (1). Besides, note also,
that all the parameters of the model (meson masses, deay onstants, string tension) are fixed
by their physial values, and alulated orrelation funtion have in priniple a form of a fixed
predition without any fitting parameters, however, having shifted quite a little the values of this
input parameters (∼ 2− 3%), one an reah a very good agreement with the experimental data.
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Appendix
For onserved vetor urrent one an write the following expression in momentum spae:
P (v)µν (q) = i
∫
d4xP (v)µν (x) exp(iqx) = (qµqν − q2gµν)Π(v)(q2). (16)
There are two Lorentz struture in the axial hannel:
P (a)µν (q) = i
∫
d4xP (a)µν (x) exp(iqx) = (qµqν − q2gµν)Π1(q2) + qµqνΠ2(q2). (17)
The normalized orrelation funtions in the Eulidean oordinate spae are given by following
expressions in aordane with result of [9℄:
R(v)(zv) = ξz
5
vK1(zv) +
bvz
6
v
27
p¯(bv, zv) (18)
R(a)(za) = −pi
2
12
f 2γ3z5aK1(γza) +
baz
6
a
27
p¯(ba, za), (19)
whih are depend on the dimensionless oordinates zc =
√−x2mc, where mc are the masses of the
resonanes in vetor (ρ - meson) and axial (a1 - meson) hannels. The ontributions of the pion
and the ρ - meson states are taken into aount separately and are desribed by the first members
in R(c)(x). The parameters
bc =
4piσ
m2c
, ξ =
pi2
8
(
λ2ρ
m2v
− bv
4pi2
)
, γ =
mpi
ma
, f =
fpi
ma
(20)
are fixed by the physial values of meson masses, deay onstants and string tension onstant:
m2ρ = 0.6 GeV
2, λ2ρ = 0.047 GeV
2,
mpi = 140 MeV, fpi = 92 MeV, (21)
ma1 = 1.23 GeV, σ = 0.17 GeV
2.
Remaining terms, ontaining the funtion
p¯(b, z) =
∞∫
0
du
u2
exp
(
− z
2
4u
− u
)
1 + exp(−bu)(b− 1)
(1− exp(−bu))2 , (22)
are determined by ontribution of a set of the equidistant levels with the masses
(m(c)n )
2 = m2n +m2c , m
2 = 4piσ. (23)
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Fig. 1. Normalized Eulidean oordinate spae orrelation funtions Pv±a(x) for s0 = 2.3 GeV
2
and s0 = 3.1 GeV
2
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Fig. 2. Normalized Eulidean oordinate spae orrelation funtions Pv±a(x) for the set of param-
eters (13) and s0 = 2.5 GeV
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